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Bioinspired mechanically stable all-polysaccharide
based scaffold for photosynthetic production†

Tuuli Virkkala, a Sergey Kosourov, b Ville Rissanen, a Vilja Siitonen, b

Suvi Arola, a Yagut Allahverdiyeva *b and Tekla Tammelin *a

We demonstrate the construction of water-stable, biocompatible and self-standing hydrogels as scaffolds

for the photosynthetic production of ethylene using a bioinspired all-polysaccharidic design combining

TEMPO-oxidised cellulose nanofibers (TCNF) and a cereal plant hemicellulose called mixed-linkage glucan

(MLG). We compared three different molecular weight MLGs from barley to increase the wet strength of

TCNF hydrogels, and to reveal the mechanisms defining the favourable interactions between the scaffold

components. The interactions between MLGs and TCNF were revealed via adsorption studies and interfacial

rheology investigations using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). Our results

show that both the MLG solution stability and adsorption behaviour did not exactly follow the well-known

polymer adsorption and solubility theories especially in the presence of co-solute ions, in this case nitrates.

We prepared hydrogel scaffolds for microalgal immobilisation, and high wet strength hydrogels were

achieved with very low dosages of MLG (0.05 wt%) to the TCNF matrix. The all-polysaccharic biocatalytic

architectures remained stable and produced ethylene for 120 h with yields comparable to the state-of-the-

art scaffolds. Due to its natural origin and biodegradability, MLG offers a clear advantage in comparison to

synthetic scaffold components, allowing the mechanical properties and water interactions to be tailored.

1. Introduction

Plant cell walls are strong natural composites formed by a fibrous
backbone and an amorphous matrix.1,2 The backbone consists of
cellulose fibrils that interact with diverse and structurally complex
matrix polysaccharides, such as hemicelluloses, to form highly
durable and load-bearing networks with efficient water and nutrient
transport properties.3,4 In addition to the interactions with cellulose,
hemicelluloses interact strongly with water, which is a crucial
constituent of the plant cell wall influencing its structural and
mechanical properties.5,6 Inspired by the cell wall architecture,
hemicelluloses have been studied for their interactions with cellu-
losic materials in the development of polysaccharide-based struc-
tures for various applications.7–9 Recently, mixed-linkage glucans
(MLGs) i.e., hemicelluloses found in cell walls of grassy plants such
as cereals,10 have gained attention due to their intrinsic interactions
with cellulose,11 unique ability to efficiently gel nanocellulosic
materials even at ultra-low solids contents,12 and hydrate cellulosic
networks due to their strong water interactions.13

Cell factories from photosynthetic microorganisms, i.e.
eukaryotic microalgae and procaryotic cyanobacteria, have
been widely researched as an alternative to petroleum-based
fossil resources in the production of sustainable chemicals and
fuels.14,15 Despite the promise of photosynthetic microbial cell
factories, technical hurdles associated with suspension cul-
tures, such as the self-shading effect leading to low light
utilisation efficiency as well as high water and energy consump-
tion, have limited harnessing their theoretical potential in
chemicals and fuels production.16–18 Thin-layer immobilisa-
tion, i.e. binding the cells within a gel-like matrix, has been
suggested to help address these difficulties.17,19–21 Previously,
nanocellulose-based materials have been demonstrated as a
viable alternative to conventionally used alginate-based
matrices,16,22,23 since alginate-based matrices have their short-
comings in terms of mechanical stability especially in media
with high content of chelating agents.

In addition to unique mechanical and colloidal properties24,25

and beyond their biocompatibility, nanocelluloses are interesting
for biological and biomimicking applications due to their life-
sustaining property.26 Fundamentally, cellulose has a hierarchical
structure with individual molecules packed into microfibrils,
further into microfibril bundles, and ultimately cellulose
fibers.27

Due to the mechanical properties, optical transparency, and
highly hygroscopic nature, TEMPO-oxidised cellulose nanofibers
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(TCNFs)28 are an attractive choice for immobilisation of photo-
synthetic microorganisms that require both an aqueous environ-
ment and sufficient light for growth.16,22 The challenge with TCNF
gels is in their poor aqueous stability, which can be increased by
various cross-linking strategies.29 Di- or multivalent metal cations,
for example Ca2+, have been shown to efficiently improve the wet
strength of TCNF-based structures,30 but the ionic cross-linking is
reversible by nature, limiting the feasibility of this strategy when
submerged in nutrient-rich growth medium containing chelating
agents.22 Addition of synthetic polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has also
been suggested to improve the wet strength of TCNF.31 However,
this strategy has significance mainly in dry films since formation
of the cross-linked covalent ester bond requires efficient drying.32

Furthermore, PVA constitutes a possible source of microplastics
in the environment due to its limited biodegradability33 and
finding bio-based alternatives is favourable. Therefore, mixed-
linkage glucans are interesting as an alternative bioinspired
approach, mimicking the natural architecture and function of
the grass cell wall.

The linear MLG homopolysaccharides consist of consecutive
glucose units connected by two types of linkages: b-(1,4)-linked
glucoses form cellotriosyl and cellotetraosyl units that are
joined together by single interspersed b-(1,3)-linkages.34 The
cellotriosyl and cellotetraosyl units constitute approximately
58–72% and 21–34% of the polymer, respectively.35 Addition-
ally, MLGs also contain larger segments (5–11 glucose units),
comprising around 10–20% of the polymer.36 This type of
linking results in an irregular shape that renders the polymer
flexible and soluble in water and prevents intermolecular
alignment of MLGs into structured microfibrils.37,38 Together
with a high degree of polymerisation, however, the asymmetric

conformation allows MLGs to form a gel-like matrix between
cellulose fibrils in the cell wall.39 Besides providing additional
strength coupled with a certain extent of flexibility and elasti-
city, the gel-like matrix is thought to provide the cell wall with
porosity, which is essential for water and nutrient exchange.40

These features make MLGs an interesting component for leaf-
inspired nanocellulose-based scaffolds for biocatalytic solid-
state photosynthetic cell factories (SSPCFs).

This paper demonstrates a bioinspired, all-polysaccharidic
scaffold for SSPCFs obtained from bio-based components,
cellulose nanofibers (TCNF) and hemicellulose from barley
(MLG), in a design that mimics the composition and architec-
ture of the plant cell wall (Fig. 1). The aim is to reveal the
mechanism of how MLGs contribute to TCNF gel wet strength
and stability. For this, we conduct a rigorous interfacial and
bulk investigation to clarify MLG binding and stability of
interactions as well as gel strength in physiological conditions.
Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D) is applied to study adsorption of three commercially
available MLGs with different molecular weights on TCNF
surfaces. We model the viscoelastic properties of the MLG
adlayers by fitting the Voigt model41 to the adsorption and
energy dissipation data. The swelling and water binding of the
adsorbed TCNF–MLG layers are considered due to the key role
of water interactions at the hemicellulose–cellulose interface.5,6

Furthermore, we attempt to relate the interfacial rheology
results to bulk rheological properties to gain in-depth under-
standing of the materials’ macroscale properties. Finally, we
highlight the performance of TCNF–MLG scaffolds with
embedded ethylene-producing cyanobacteria in challenging
submerged production conditions for a prolonged time span

Fig. 1 Conceptual view of the design steps of a bioinspired scaffold for photosynthetic production from mixed-linkage glucan (MLG) and nanocellulose:
(A) The native cell wall structure of cereal plants with MLGs interlaced in the cellulose network was used as inspiration. (B) An interfacial study using quartz
crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and nanocellulose ultra-thin films was conducted to understand the component interactions
in an aqueous environment. (C) Nanocellulose and MLGs were combined to fabricate the final 3D scaffold architecture and its performance was
demonstrated with an ethylene bioproduction assay.
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of 120 h. The research paves the way towards a bioinspired,
fully polysaccharide-based, and tailored scaffold for entrap-
ment of engineered cyanobacteria as biocatalytic architectures
for photosynthetic chemicals production.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

2.1.1. TEMPO-oxidised cellulose nanofibers. Never-dried
bleached softwood pulp (spruce/pine mixture) sourced from a
Finnish pulp mill was TEMPO-oxidised as described by Saito
et al.28 in alkaline conditions with hypochlorite and TEMPO as
catalysts. The anionic charge of the oxidised pulp was deter-
mined with standard conductometric titration (SCAN 65:02)42

as 1.45–1.52 mmol g�1. The oxidised pulp was washed and
fibrillated into CNF (hereby called TCNF) with a microfluidizer
(Microfluidics Int., USA) with two Z-type chambers with 400 and
100 mm diameters, respectively. The fluidization was done in
two passes at 1850 bar operating pressure yielding TCNF with a
viscous and transparent appearance and a final consistency of
approximately 1 wt%. The TCNF was stored refrigerated.

2.1.2. MLG solutions. Low viscosity (LV), medium viscosity
(MV) and high viscosity (HV) barley mixed-linkage glucans
with weight average molecular weights (Mw) of 179 kg mol�1,
238 kg mol�1, and 495 kg mol�1 (hereby called LVMLG,
MVMLG, and HVMLG) were purchased from Megazyme (cata-
log numbers P-BGBL, P-BGBM, and P-BGBH). 0.01 wt% and
1 wt% solutions for surface sensitive measurements and hydro-
gel films, respectively, were prepared according to manufac-
turer’s instructions: the powders were wetted with ethanol
(Etax A, Altia Industrial) before addition of Milli-Q water. The
solutions were heated to boiling and stirred until fully trans-
parent indicating that MLGs were completely dissolved. The
solutions were allowed to cool to room temperature and their
volumes were adjusted to obtain the desired final concentra-
tions. The 1 wt% stock solutions were stored at room tempera-
ture and resolubilised by heating and stirring prior to use in the
hydrogel matrices as the MLGs tend to self-associate and
precipitate over time.43

2.1.3. Cyanobacterial strains and growth conditions. Wild-
type cyanobacterial Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 cells (hereby
Synechocystis) were used for the rheological measurements and
photosynthetic activity monitoring. The cell cultures were
maintained at 23 1C in BG-11 medium prepared according to
Rippka et al.44 and buffered with 5 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5).
The cultures were agitated with a rotary shaker (110 rpm) and
illuminated with fluorescent lamps (Philips Master TL5 HO
39W/865) providing approximately 50 mmol photons m�2 s�1

photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) to the cells. The illumina-
tion was set to operate in a cycle of 16 h light followed by 8 h of
darkness. The cultures were cultivated under normal air atmo-
sphere. For the experiments, the cells were harvested by cen-
trifugation at 10 000g for 15 min. The cell pellets were
resuspended in fresh BG-11 medium to obtain culture with
an optical density (OD720) of approximately 1.0 as measured

with AquaPen-C AP-C 100 handheld fluorometer (Photon Sys-
tems Instruments, Czech Republic).

For ethylene production experiments, an ethylene-producing
cyanobacterium clone (S5) by heterologous expression of ethylene
forming enzyme (Efe) from Pseudomonas syringae in Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 (shortly, Synechocystis efe)45,46 was applied. The cells
were maintained in BG-11 medium containing 20 mM HEPES-
NaOH (pH 7.5) at 30 1C supplemented with 25 mg mL�1 specti-
nomycin and 10 mg mL�1 chloramphenicol. The cultures were
agitated on a rotary shaker (120 rpm) in a growth chamber (MLR-
351, versatile environmental test chamber Sanyo, Japan) with 1%
CO2 in the atmosphere. The cells were illuminated continuously
with fluorescent light of about 35 mmol photons m�2 s�1 (Philips
Master TL-D 36W/865). Experimental cultures were grown without
antibiotics and without agitation in 1 L flat round neck Roux type
flask (DURANs, Schott, DWK Life Sciences GmbH) in BG-11
medium. These cultures were continuously bubbled using sterile
filtered air supplemented with 1% CO2 (0.2 mm, Acro 37 TF,
Gelman Sciences, USA). The cells were collected at OD750 1.4–1.9
by centrifugation at 5000 g for 10 min (Avanti JXN-26, JA10,
Beckman Coulter). The cells were resuspended in fresh BG-11
and the OD750 was adjusted to 1.0 prior to immobilisation using
the UV-1800 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan).

2.1.4. Other materials. All used chemicals were of analytic
grade and used as received. TEMPO, solid NaBr, aqueous 10%
NaClO, and CaCl2 (99%, #C7902) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. 0.1 M NaOH solution was obtained from Fluka Analy-
tical. Ultrapure water (18.2 MO cm) was prepared with a Milli-Q
purification unit (QPAKs 1, Millipore). Conductivities were
measured with Jenway 4510 conductivity meter (Cole-Parmer,
Vernon-Hills, IL, USA). A commercial Teflon (PTFE) film (Etra,
Finland) was used as support for the hydrogel films, and the PTFE
film was surface treated prior to use with LabTec Corona Lab
System (Tantec, Lunderskov, Denmark) using 28.0 kV voltage,
200 W power, and 100% electrode matching. Poly(ethylene imine)
(PEI) solution in water (polyethylenimine, branched, 33 wt%, Mw =
50 000–100 000, 06090-100) was purchased from Polysciences Inc.
(Warrington, PA, USA). AT-cut gold-coated quartz crystal sensors
(QSX 301) with a fundamental resonance frequency f0 = 5 MHz
and a sensitivity constant C = 0.177 mg m�2 Hz�1 were obtained
from Biolin Scientific AB, Sweden.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and f-potential. DLS
and z-potential were measured to assess the size and charge of
MLG polymers. For the measurements, three solutions of each
MLG were prepared. The MLGs were dissolved in water in 0.01
wt% concentration and the pH of the solutions was adjusted to
approximately 7.5 and 8.5. Each MLG was also dissolved in
BG-11 buffer (pH B 7.5) in the same concentration. Freshly
prepared solutions were filtered through a 0.45 mm filter
membrane prior to measurements to remove large particles.
For DLS, disposable polystyrene cuvettes (#67.754, Sarstedt AG
& Co. KG, Germany) were used, and the samples were analysed
with a Zetasizer NanoZS apparatus (Malvern Panalytical, Mal-
vern, UK) with a 633 nm laser using backscatter angle detection
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of 1731. DLS was performed at 23 1C, and a refractive index
increment of 0.146 mL g�1 was used for the MLGs. z-Potential
measurements were carried out by electrophoretic light scatter-
ing in the same equipment using disposable folded capillary
cells (DTS1070, Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK), and a �42 �
4 mV standard was used as a control for the device. At least five
repetitions of each sample were measured both for particle size
and z-potential determination.

2.2.2. Preparation of TCNF ultrathin films for QCM-D
investigations. TCNF thin films were prepared according to
Hakalahti et al.47 with slight modifications to the original
procedure.48 Briefly, gold-coated sensor crystals were rinsed
with Milli-Q water, dried with nitrogen gas, and cleaned with
UV/ozone ProCleanert (BioForce Nanosciences Inc., Ames, IA,
USA) for 15 min. 0.1 wt% PEI, acting as an anchoring polymer,
was drop casted on the cleaned sensor surfaces for 30 min. The
sensors were rinsed and dried afterwards. 0.15 wt% suspension
of TCNF was prepared by diluting 1 wt% TCNF with Milli-Q
water and ultrasonicated with Branson 450 Digital Sonifier at
25% amplitude for 2 min. 200 mL of TCNF suspension was spin-
coated onto the PEI-coated sensors with WS-400BZ-6NPP/Lite
spin-coater (Laurell Technologies Corporation, North Wales,
PA, USA) at 3000 rpm for 1.5 min followed by drying the sensors
in 80 1C for 7 min to ensure fibril attachment.

2.2.3. Interfacial interactions – Adsorption of MLGs on TCNF
via quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D). Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitor-
ing (QCM-D E4, Q-Sense AB) was used to study the adsorption of
MLGs on TCNF surfaces at the solid–liquid interface. In QCM-D, a
pulsating electric field is applied on a piezoelectric quartz crystal
sensor that oscillates at a specific fundamental resonance fre-
quency f0 and its overtones. As the total mass of a layer covering
the sensor surface increases during adsorption, the resonance
frequency changes to f. If the adsorbed layer can be considered
even in distribution, rigidly adhered, fully elastic, and small in
mass compared to the sensor crystal, the change in frequency, Df,
is directly proportional to a change in areal mass according to the
Sauerbrey equation (eqn (1)):

Dm ¼ �CDf
n

(1)

where Dm, Df, C, and n stand for the mass change per unit area,
change in resonance frequency (f – f0), sensitivity constant of the
sensor, and overtone number (n = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13), respectively.
Whether an adsorbed layer is rigid or soft (water-rich) can be
determined by measuring several frequencies and dissipation,
which is not possible if only the frequency response is observed.
By periodically cutting off the voltage at the same time, frictional
losses occur in the covering layer that causes the oscillation to
decrease gradually and the oscillation amplitude to dampen if the
material is not fully elastic. This energy dissipation factor, D, is
defined as (eqn (2)):

D ¼ Edissipation

2pEstorage
(2)

where Edissipation represents the dissipated energy and Estorage the

total energy stored during a single cycle of oscillation. The change
in dissipation factor, DD = D� D0, measured by the QCM-D device
can be used as a qualitative measure of layer rigidity and softness.
D0 is the dissipation factor of the pure crystal immersed in
solvent. For a fully elastic layer, DD r 1 � 10�6 and the overtones
of Df and DD do not significantly diverge.

The spincoated TCNF thin films were allowed to stabilise in
Milli-Q water overnight prior to the measurement to allow only
the effect of MLG adsorption on frequency and dissipation to
be investigated. During the experiment, water was first intro-
duced to the flow cells at a rate of 0.1 mL min�1 at 23 1C
for Z30 min to obtain a steady baseline. Then, water was
replaced with 0.01 wt% MLG solutions. The change in fre-
quency (Df) and change in dissipation (DD) were followed for
approximately 5 h (300 min) until the equilibrium was reached.
Finally, the flow cells were rinsed with water for Z30 min. For
LVMLG, which possessed the most promising mechanical
properties based on the preliminary studies, the same experi-
ment was repeated by using BG-11 as a buffer to investigate
adsorption behaviour also in nutrient-rich growth medium.
Similarly, the TCNF model films were first allowed to stabilize
in BG-11 overnight, followed by the adsorption of LVMLG
solution prepared in BG-11. The data represented was acquired
with the third overtone (15 MHz, f0 = 5 MHz, n = 3).

2.2.4. Interfacial rheology – Viscoelastic modelling of
adsorption data. Different models can be used to interpret
QCM-D data with respect to adsorbed mass and structural
changes of the adsorbed layer. The Voigt model described by
Voinova et al.41 is useful to describe the viscoelastic properties
of adsorbed layers on rigid surfaces in purely viscous and
Newtonian solvents, assuming that the layer density and
thickness are uniform, the viscoelastic properties are
frequency independent, and that there is no slip between
adsorbed layer and crystal during shearing. The model
describes the adsorbed layer as a Voigt element by a
frequency dependent complex equation when the layer is
subjected to oscillating stress, and it can be used to estimate
the shear viscosity, shear elastic modulus, and hydrodynamic
thickness of the MLG layers as adsorption proceeds. The
complex shear modulus of the formed layer is defined as
(eqn (3)):

G = G0 + iG0 = mf + 2pifZf = mf(1 + 2piftf) (3)

where Zf represents the shear viscosity, mf the shear elastic
modulus, f the oscillation frequency, and tf the characteristic
relaxation time of the film. The changes in frequency and
dissipation factor were fitted to the model at 15, 25, and 35
MHz i.e., at n = 3, 5, and 7 overtones, using the Dfind program
provided by Biolin Scientific AB with the assumed layer density
of 1.05 g cm�3.

2.2.5. Determination of areal masses of dry TCNF–MLG
thin films by QCM-D. The amount of adsorbed MLG at the
solid–air interface was determined as described in Peresin
et al.49 with slight modifications. The spincoated TCNF thin
films were used as the baseline. First, the frequency response of
empty, clean sensor surfaces was measured in the QCM-D
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device in air at 23 1C until Df and DD reached stable levels.
Then, the TCNF layers were spincoated on the sensor surfaces
and the sensors were measured in air until stable values for Df
and DD were obtained. Following MLG adsorption on the same
surfaces, the sensors were dried with nitrogen gas and placed
back in the QCM-D measurement chamber to collect Df and DD
data. The measurement was continued until Df and DD had
stabilized. The data from each step was stitched together using
QSoft software (Biolin Scientific), and the areal mass changes
were calculated according to the Sauerbrey equation (eqn (1)).
The third overtone (15 MHz, f0 = 5 MHz, n = 3) was used for the
calculations and all surfaces were assumed to have a constant
layer density of 1.05 g cm�3. The same procedure was repeated
with three sensors for each MLG.

2.2.6. Atomic force microscopy (AFM). Atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) was used to study the topography of TCNF and
TCNF–MLG thin films. The MultiMode 8 instrument (Bruker,
Billerica, MA, USA) was operated in tapping mode using NCHV-
A tapping mode silicon probes (Bruker), with a resonance
frequency around 320 kHz, a spring constant k of 40 N m�1,
and tip radius of 8 nm. 1 � 1 mm height images were obtained
and analysed with NanoScope Analysis v3.00 (Bruker) software.
Other than flattening, no processing was made to the images.
NanoScope Analysis was additionally used to obtain the root-
mean-square roughness values (Rq) of the surfaces.

2.2.7. Preparation of thin self-standing TCNF hydrogel
films and cell immobilisation procedure for rheological mea-
surements, photosynthetic activity monitoring, and ethylene
production assay. The methodology to prepare self-standing
TCNF hydrogel films with MLG and Ca2+ (hereby MLG-Ca2+-
TCNF) was modified from Rissanen et al.22 It should be noted
that the utilised Ca2+ cross-linking procedure is a standard
method to cross-link cell immobilisation matrices.21,50 The
CaCl2 crosslinking is featured also in the TCNF-based immo-
bilisation matrices where dual cross-linking based on polyvinyl
alcohol and CaCl2 has been investigated.22,51 1 wt% TCNF was
mixed with either 0.01 wt%, 0.02 wt%, 0.05 wt%, 0.1 wt%, or
0.2 wt% LVMLG, MVMLG, or HVMLG. Then, Milli-Q water was
added at 1 : 1 ratio with TCNF. The mixtures were homogenized
with IKA T 18 digital Ultra-Turraxs at 410 000 rpm for at least
2 minutes until homogeneous. To get rid of air bubbles, the
homogenized mixtures were centrifuged at 4500 G for 3 min. A
handheld coating applicator with 2 mm gap was used to spread
the gels into thin hydrogel films on coronated PTFE. An excess
amount of 50 mM CaCl2 was sprayed onto the gel films to
further cross-link them.16,22,30,51 To enhance cross-linking, the
gel films were dried at +23 1C and 50% relative humidity (RH)
until the original dry weight content of TCNF and MLG was
reached, i.e., until 50% of water from the diluted gels had
evaporated. After the removal of the excess of water, the self-
standing gel films were cut into circles with approximately 5 cm
diameters and immersed in 50 mM CaCl2 for 30 min. After
this, CaCl2 was removed, and the samples were submerged in
Milli-Q water and left to swell overnight prior to the rheological
measurements to obtain the aqueous conditions for wet
strength characterisation.

Immobilisation of Synechocystis within MLG-Ca2+-TCNF
matrices for the rheology experiments and photosynthetic
activity monitoring followed the same methodology as
described above but using cell suspension instead of water.
Cells were suspended in BG-11 growth medium with OD720 of
1.0 � 0.1 (determined via AquaPen, Photon Systems Instru-
ments, Czech Republic) and added to mixtures of 1 wt% TCNF
and 0.01 wt% MV- and HVMLG or 0.05 wt% LVMLG in 1 : 1 ratio
with TCNF. For rheology, control samples without the cells
were prepared by replacing the cell suspension with BG-11
growth medium. The hydrogel films with the cells were then
prepared like the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel films. The samples
were cut as described above, immersed in CaCl2 for 30 min, and
left to swell in BG-11 overnight. For photosynthetic activity
monitoring, the hydrogels were cut into 3 � 1 cm pieces, CaCl2

treated, and stored on plates with BG-11.
For ethylene production studies, the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydro-

gel films with Synechocystis efe were prepared as described
above, except OD750 was adjusted to 1.0 using the UV-1800
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan). LVMLG in a concen-
tration of 0.05 wt% was used in the final formulation. The
hydrogel films were coated on the surface of a coronated PTFE
support using the automatic film applicator (TQC Sheen) and
56 mm-, 100 mm- and 200 mm-graded Mayer rods to produce
matrices with different thicknesses. 2 mm films were also
prepared using the handheld applicator with 2 mm gap on
the same support. Finally, the hydrogel matrices were stabilised
by spraying 50 mM CaCl2 over the surface of hydrogel layers,
washed once in BG-11 medium, and the excess water was
removed by evaporation yielding hydrogels with 50% water
content. The films were placed in Petri dishes containing BG-
11 and cultivated in the growth chamber at 30 1C under around
35 mmol photons m�2 s�1 fluorescent light and 1% CO2 in air
atmosphere. After 3 days of cultivation, the films were used for
ethylene production experiments.

2.2.8. Characterisation of TCNF–MLG gel wet strength via
rheological measurements. Wet mechanical properties of the
MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel films were investigated with small
deformation oscillatory rheology. The oscillatory stress sweep
measurements are described in detail in the ESI† (Experimental
& Fig. S1). Shortly, the storage modulus (G0, unit Pa) and loss
modulus (G00, unit Pa) represent the capability of a material to
store energy elastically and dissipate it as heat, respectively. The
loss tangent or damping factor (tan d) is given by the ratio of G00

to G0 (tan d = G00/G0). G0, G00, and tan d denoted the rest
behaviour of the materials in the linear viscoelastic (LVE)
region. Critical stress denoting the onset of non-linear,
irreversible deformation was determined from the stress/
strain curve as the point in stress where a non-linear
relationship between stress and strain was observed.

The rheological measurements were performed with an AR-
G2 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) at 22 1C.
To avoid slip, a 40 mm cross-hatched plate-plate geometry was
used. The measuring gap was adjusted to yield a normal force
of 0.3–0.8 N between the sample and the rheometer, and the
samples were let to relax under the measuring head for 2 min
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prior to all measurements. Stress sweeps were conducted
between 0.1–600 Pa oscillation range under a constant 0.1 Hz
frequency, taking 10 points per measuring decade. At least five
technical replicates with uniform thicknesses of 1000 � 500 mm
were measured for each sample and included in further analy-
sis. TRIOS software (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was
used for operating the rheometer and data collection.

2.2.9. Assessing matrix biocompatibility via photosyn-
thetic activity monitoring. The biocompatibility of MLG-Ca2+-
TCNF scaffolds was evaluated by immobilising the wild-type
Synechocystis cells in the matrices and monitoring the cells’
photosynthetic activity. The measurements were conducted
with AquaPen (Photon Systems Instruments, Czech Republic)
via quantum yield (QY) measurements. The device was set
to use 620 nm red-orange excitation light with measuring
and saturating light pulses of 0.009 mmol m�2 s�1 and
1500 mmol m�2 s�1, respectively. In a light-adapted state, the
QY given by Fv0/Fm0 is representative of the operating efficiency
of photosystem II (PSII) photochemistry. Fm0 stands for the
maximum fluorescence intensity and Fv0 for the variable fluores-
cence in the light-adapted state. Fv0 is obtained by subtracting
Ft0, the steady-state chlorophyll fluorescence in the light, from
Fm0. Ft0 and Fm0 are induced by the respective saturating and
measuring light pulses of the device. The QY values were
measured from three replicate 3 � 1 cm samples. The samples
were stored on plates and supplemented with fresh BG-11
growth media every week during the monitoring period.

2.2.10. Ethylene production experiments. After 3 days of
adaptation, MLG-Ca2+-TCNF films with the embedded living
Synechocystis efe cells were withdrawn from the growth cham-
ber, washed once in fresh BG-11 medium, and cut into 3� 1 cm
strips. The strips were transferred in 23.5 mL gas-tight vials
containing 3 mL of BG-11 supplemented with 200 mM
NaHCO3. The vials were sealed with Teflon-coated rubber
stoppers and incubated in the growth chamber at 30 1C under
35 mmol photons m�2 s�1 continuous illumination provided by
fluorescence lamps (Philips TL-D 36 W/865) from the top. The
reaction of ethylene production was induced by introduction of
1 mM IPTG (isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside) in vials.45 The
amount of ethylene was monitored every 24 h by using a gas
chromatograph (GC, Clarus 580, PerkinElmer, Inc.) equipped
with a capillary column (Carboxen 1010 PLOT 30 m � 0.53 mm)
and a flame ionisation detector. The calibration was performed
with the standard gas (1% v/v C2H4 in N2, AGA, Finland).

Calculations of ethylene content in vials considered the solu-
bility of ethylene in water under the corresponding partial
pressure of ethylene. The yield of ethylene was normalised to
the film area and the chlorophyll a (Chl) content of films
determined in the beginning of ethylene experiments.

2.2.11. Chl determination. Chl concentration was deter-
mined from three randomly selected 3 � 1 cm strips from the
same MLG-Ca2+-TCNF film preparation with embedded Syne-
chocystis efe cells. The strips were incubated in 5 or 9 mL of 90–
95% (v/v) methanol at +4 1C overnight in darkness. In some
cases, the film strips were stored at�80 1C prior to addition of the
solvent. Prior to measurements, 1 mL samples were moved to
Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged using a tabletop centrifuge at full
speed for 1 minute. Absorbance was measured at 665 and 730 nm
using the UV-1800 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan). The
730 nm absorbance values were subtracted from the 665 readings
and multiplied by 12.7 to get the Chl concentration.52

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Basic properties of MLGs – Polymers in aqueous solution

Table 1 lists the molecular weights of the three MLGs as given
by the manufacturer, as well as z-potential values of 0.01 wt% MLG
solutions in mV. To investigate the overall charge of MLGs under
physiological conditions, the z-potentials were measured in water at
pH ranges of 7.4–7.6 and 8.4–8.6, and in BG-11 growth medium
with pH of 7.4–7.5. BG-11 medium contains a large number of
dissolved salts used as a nutrient by photosynthetic cells.44 Con-
ductivities of ultrapure water and the growth medium are approxi-
mately 0.60 and 2400 mS cm�1, respectively, indicating a high ionic
strength of the nutrient rich medium. All aqueous solutions of
MLGs displayed only very low negative z-potentials, and therefore
MLG systems can be regarded as neutral polymers or at most weak
anionic polyelectrolytes when dispersed in aqueous solution.

Fig. 2 represents size distributions of the MLGs as a function
of light intensity percentage measured using DLS. The lower
molecular weight LV- and MVMLG displayed a clear bimodal
size distribution with two distinct peaks due to the strong
tendency of the MLG polymers, and hemicelluloses more gen-
erally, to aggregate in solution.53 The peaks around 35 and
43 nm for LV- and MVMLG, respectively, represent the indivi-
dual polymer chains still present in the solution, whereas the
peaks around 220 nm correspond to the formed polymer
agglomerates. Aggregation seems to be reduced with increasing

Table 1 Basic properties of MLGs in aqueous solution. Standard deviations of z-potentials are based on at least five measurements

MLG type Mw
a (kg mol�1) DPw

b z-Potentialc (mV)

pH
7.4–7.6 8.4–8.6 7.4–7.5 (BG-11)

LVMLG 179 1105 �5.41 � 2.0 �2.48 � 2.1 �0.06 � 0.1
MVMLG 238 1469 �1.33 � 0.3 �1.51 � 1.7 �0.28 � 0.4
HVMLG 495 3056 �0.89 � 0.7 �10.14 � 6.3 �0.91 � 0.8

a Mw as informed by the manufacturer (Megazyme Ltd, Bray, Ireland). b DP is calculated from the equation DPw = Mw/M0, where M0 = 0.162 kg
mol�1, molecular weight of MLGs monomer unit (glucose). c z-Potentials values should not be taken as absolute values but as estimates on the
overall charge of the MLG solution since the measurement of z-potentials is not trivial due to the fast aggregation of MLG polymers. LVMLG,
MVMLG, and HVMLG – barley low, medium, and high viscosity MLG, respectively.
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MLG molecular weight, and HVMLG displayed unimodal size
distribution seen as a peak around 75 nm. Moreover, the
number of individual chains in relation to agglomerated parti-
cles was higher in BG-11 regardless of MLG molecular weight,
seen as a higher intensity of the smaller nm peaks.

As shown in Fig. 2, neutral MLG polymers have poor long-
term stability. Indeed, polymer aggregates are detected even in
freshly prepared MLG solutions, which supports the notion that
the solubility of MLG polymers is limited indicating that poly-
mer–polymer interactions are favoured over polymer–solvent
interactions. The solubility of MLGs is therefore determined
by a favourable free energy change when polymer segments are
exchanged to solvent molecules during dissolution.54 Given that
MLG dissolution requires elevated temperatures i.e., the process
is endothermic, the solubility must be attributed to a gain in
entropy during mixing of polymer and solvent.

MLGs, having relatively high molecular weights when con-
sidering hemicelluloses, behave as random coil polysacchar-
ides in solution. Coupled with the asymmetric conformations,
these features are likely to drive the aggregation and gel
formation processes of MLGs.11,43 It has been proposed that
the interchain aggregates probably develop due to hydrogen
bond formation between adjacent b-(1,4)-linked cellulose-like
regions.53,55,56 According to Stokes–Einstein diffusion theory, in
diffusion-controlled transport where no shear flow is present, the
rate of diffusion is lower the larger the polymer coil. As a result,
coils formed by shorter MLG chains have higher mobility and
they experience less spatial hindrance than the larger MLG coils,
which increases possibilities for both translational (collision) and
rotational diffusion (sticking).53 Furthermore, the higher friction

between polymer and solvent molecules retards the movement of
larger molecules due to the entry of the viscosity effect as
predicted in Smoluchowski coagulation model. In other words,
the lower Mw MLG coils are more mobile and are more probable
to associate with each other, which increases the chances for
aggregate formation. The longer HVMLG chains remain as
individual coils in solution as suggested in Fig. 2C. Similar
observations were also made by Lazaridou et al.43

Additionally, the data suggests that increasing salt concen-
tration has a positive effect on the solubility and stability of
MLGs, which is seen as an increase in the amount of individual
and non-aggregated MLG chains (Fig. 2). Based on z-potential
measurements (Table 1), the overall charge of MLG system is
even lower in higher salt concentration as compared with the
systems in pure water at similar pH. The circumspect explanation
could be that the long-range attractive interactions between the
polymer chains are screened in the presence of high concentration
of ionic species weakening the mobility of the MLG molecules in
the electric field. Therefore, the polymer chains are not moving
towards each other as efficiently, which increases MLG solution
stability and less aggregates are formed. Another possible explana-
tion is that the ionic species in the growth medium, such as
nitrates, stabilise the electric double layer of MLGs, which other-
wise is very weak. Furthermore, short-range repulsive hydration
forces along with probable specific ionic interactions in the
presence of nitrates may also contribute to the enhanced MLG
dispersion stability.57,58 Despite the efforts to understand solution
properties of MLGs, the effect of salt on polymer solvency is not
fully understood and further research is needed.

z-Potential and particle size measurements are by no means
trivial. The poor long-term stability and low charge of MLGs
hamper the polymer particle size and charge determinations.
Despite preparing the solutions directly prior to running the
samples and filtering them into the cuvettes, sometimes large
standard deviations were detected. These findings express the
importance on working with freshly prepared MLG solutions,
as aggregation is strongly time-dependent phenomenon.

3.2. TCNF–MLG interactions and viscoelastic properties of
adsorbed MLG layers – Polymers at interfaces

Adsorption of MLG on TCNF. To understand MLG binding
on TCNF surfaces, and how MLGs contribute to TCNF gel wet
strength, MLG adsorption on TCNF was studied using QCM-D.
Fig. 3 shows changes in frequency and dissipation as a function
of time (Fig. 3A and B), as well as their interrelations (Fig. 3C).
Each different molecular weight MLG exhibited significant
adsorption onto TCNF surfaces seen as clear negative change
in frequency values (Fig. 3A). In pure water, final Df values were
approximately the same for all MLGs independent of molecular
weight: �50 Hz for HVMLG and �45 Hz for both MV- and
LVMLG. Overall, MLG molecular weight had only a minor effect
on the adsorbed amount, whereas medium composition
seemed to have a much bigger influence. The frequency change
was only �20 Hz for LVMLG in BG-11 growth medium.

However, the different adsorbed MLG layers display differ-
ent viscoelastic properties (Fig. 3B). Higher DD values were

Fig. 2 Hydrodynamic diameters of MLGs. Size distributions of (A) LV-, (B)
MV-, and (C) HVMLG determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
measurements. The analyses were conducted for 0.01 wt% solutions in
water at pH ranges of 7.4–7.6 (blue line) and 8.4–8.6 (yellow line), and
in BG-11 growth medium (pink line) with neutral pH and approximately
20 mM ionic strength. Peak values in nm are indicated with dashed lines.
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obtained with increasing MLG molecular weight as final levels
of approximately 11, 9 and 7 � 10�6 were reached for HV-, MV-,
and LVMLG, respectively. By simplified interrelation of the
dissipation changes to viscoelastic properties of thin films,
the results denote that layer softness increases in the order
HVMLG 4 MVMLG 4 LVMLG as the amount of bound water
increases. A more profound effect was again seen when the
adsorption was conducted nutrient-rich growth medium.
Change in dissipation of LVMLG in BG-11 attained 4 � 10�6,
which is only slightly above 50% of that in water. Moreover,
plotting DD as a function of Df allows concomitant comparison
of how much energy the MLG layers bind during adsorption,
i.e. how much energy the frequency changes correspond to. The
slope of a DD/Df curve is indicative of how dissipative a layer is
and softening or packing of the layer is seen as a change in the
slope. From Fig. 3C we can make an interpretation that MLG
layers adsorbed from water are softer and more mobile than
MLG layers adsorbed from BG-11, which are more densely
packed. All in all, each MLG layer remained stable after
rinsing i.e., Df and DD did not change significantly once
pure solvent (either water or BG-11) was pumped through the
cells after the adsorption on TCNF (Fig. 3A and B). These
results are in line with the previously reported findings
stating that adsorption of MLG on cellulose surfaces is
irreversible.11 We have established that MLGs behave as
neutral polymers in aqueous environments. For TCNF with
a similar carboxylate content to what was used here, a
negative z-potential around �75 mV in water has been
reported.59 Regarding TCNF–MLG interactions, these find-
ings indicate that the attribution of electrostatic interactions
to adsorption of neutral MLG chains on the negatively
charged TCNF surface is negligible i.e., the driving force for
adsorption must be non-electrostatic in nature. The unspe-
cific binding suggests the mechanism of adsorption to be
entropy-driven.60 Therefore, binding is likely promoted by an
increase in entropy that is gained by the loss of preferential
polar interactions when water molecules at the TCNF–liquid
interface are released into solution during MLG binding to
the surface to minimise the change in Gibbs free energy.60,61

Interfacial rheology of the adsorbed MLG layers on TCNF.
The viscoelastic properties of adsorbed MLG layers were inter-
preted using a model where the layer is presented as a single
Voigt element.41 The density and thickness of the layer are
assumed uniform, and the layer is assumed to be deposited on
a solid surface in contact with a purely viscous solvent. The
Voigt-model was fitted to the 0.01 wt% MLG Df and DD
adsorption data. The fitting was done using data from several
overtones. The results are shown in the ESI† (Fig. S2). Fig. 4
presents the evolution of shear viscosities (Zf), shear elastic
moduli (mf), and hydrodynamic thicknesses (hf) as a function of
the adsorption time for the different MLG layers corresponding
to the fittings. It is evident that all MLG layers adsorbed from
pure water display similar rheological behaviour. The Zf

(Fig. 4A) and mf (Fig. 4B) values reached levels of B1200 mPa s
and 4 kPa, respectively, regardless of MLG polymer size. In
nutrient rich growth medium, the adsorbed layer attains higher
shear viscosity and shear elastic modulus values (B1300 mPa s
and 12 kPa) pointing towards more densely packed and
strongly bound LVMLG layer formed on TCNF surface. The
final hydrodynamic thickness (hf) values (Fig. 4C) for LV-. MV-,
and HVMLG varied within 50–70 whereas the thickness of the
LVMLG layer in BG-11 reduced to less than half of its thickness
in pure water (B20 nm).

Viscoelastic modelling of the QCM-D data provides a tool for
interpretation of adsorbed mass and structural changes in the
adsorbed layers. In the context of this paper, it enables com-
parison of thin film rheology to rheological properties of the
materials in bulk. As all DD values are 41 � 10�6 suggesting
that TCNF–MLG layers are viscoelastic, it is reasonable to
assume that the exploitation of Voigt model is warranted.
Despite of its simplicity, the model fits the experimental
adsorption data very well with the difference between measured
data and calculated values being almost negligible for several
overtones (Fig. S2, ESI†). It should be noted that even though
the model is a useful estimate on the viscoelastic properties of
the TCNF–MLG layers, the final calculated values are not to be
taken as absolute values but as a tool enabling comparison of
layer properties to each other.

Fig. 3 Adsorption of MLGs on TCNF. Changes is (A) frequency, (B) dissipation factor, and (C) dissipation factor as a function of frequency during adsorption of
0.01 wt% MLG solutions on TCNF surfaces. A baseline for TCNF surfaces was first obtained, after which MLG solutions were introduced at around 30 min.
Lastly, a rinsing step was applied at 350 min. Adsorption of LVMLG in both water and BG-11 growth medium is shown. 15 MHz, f0 = 5 MHz, n = 3.
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Dry areal mass determination of the MLG layers. The
frequency responses of the different MLG layers were also
recorded at the solid–air interface with the QCM-D device to
analyse the dry areal mass changes before and after the MLG
adsorption. The approach allows us to exclude the mass
changes due to bound water detected during the adsorption
process. The Df and DD values recorded at solid–air interface
are collected in the ESI† (Table S1). When dissipation changes
between dry surfaces remain sufficiently low (o1 � 10�6)
suggesting fully elastic layers, changes in areal mass can be
calculated with the Sauerbrey equation (eqn (1)).

Fig. 5 shows changes in areal mass (Dm) of spincoated TCNF
surfaces and subsequent MLG layers adsorbed on the TCNF

surfaces. For LVMLG, two different layers are shown: one
adsorbed in water and one in BG-11 growth medium. Areal
mass changes due to MLG adsorption on TCNF reached
approximately 400 ng cm�2 for both LVMLG and MVMLG,
which is as expected due to their moderately similar Mw and
DP values (Table 1). HVMLG being twice as large as
MVMLG yields two times higher dry areal mass change of
B800 ng cm�2. Interestingly, significantly higher dry mass of
LVMLG was generated from nutrient rich medium being as high
as 1200 ng cm�2, which is approximately three times higher
than the areal mass adsorbed from pure water. Furthermore,
AFM imaging, which was used to probe the coverage, topogra-
phy, and surface roughness of the dry TCNF–MLG layers, reveals

Fig. 5 Adsorbed MLG layers at the solid–air interface. Areal masses of clean sensors, added TCNF layers, as well as different MLG layers on TCNF surfaces. 15
MHz, f0 = 5 MHz, n = 3. Layer density assumed as 1.05 g cm�3. Final Dm between TCNF and TCNF–MLG surfaces are given. 1� 1 mm AFM height images of the
corresponding surfaces are included for visual representation and the clean Au sensor is shown as a reference. The images were flattened and analysed with
NanoScope Analysis software (Bruker), and the root-mean-square roughness (Rq) values of each surface are embedded in the images.

Fig. 4 Viscoelastic modelling of MLG adsorption data. (A) Shear viscosities (Zf), (B) shear elastic moduli (mf), and (C) hydrodynamic thicknesses (hf) of the
different MLG layers as a function of time obtained via fitting the the Voigt model to the adsorption data. Values for LVMLG in both water and BG-11
growth medium are shown. 15 MHz, f0 = 5 MHz, n = 3. Assumed layer density 1.05 g cm�3.
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that all different surfaces appeared to be even in coverage and
the height images show only minor topological differences
(AFM height images in Fig. 5). No MLG agglomerates were
detected pointing towards the uniform thickness and density
of the adsorbed layers that is a prerequisite for the viscoelastic
treatment of the adsorbed layers by the Voigt model.

Structural representation of the TCNF–MLG systems. Fig. 6
schematically summarises the suggested conformational details
of the MLG polymers in solution and once adsorbed on to
the TCNF interface. The QCM-D data along with the viscoelastic
modelling revealed that all MLGs form relatively thick hydrogels
on nanocellulose surface, and the larger the polymer chains,
the thicker the hydrogel. Based on the DLS measurements, both
LV- and MVMLG dispersions contain both individual polymer
chains and aggregated particles, while individual particles were
dominating in the HVMLG dispersion (Fig. 2). The hydrodynamic
diameters of the individual MLG polymer chains in aqueous
solution (35, 43, and 75 nm for LV-, MV-, and HVMLG,
respectively) roughly follow the same order and magnitude with
the hydrodynamic thickness values (50, 60, and 70 nm as shown in
Fig. 4C). This indicates that only the non-agglomerated MLG chains
adsorb on the TCNF surfaces as depicted in Fig. 6A–C. This is well
in accordance with the AFM images shown in Fig. 5 supporting the

formation of uniform MLG layers. Only a minor liquid flow is
present in the QCM-D chambers, and the adsorption process can
be considered to be governed by the same principles as diffusion-
controlled transport i.e., the smaller particles migrate faster to the
TCNF surfaces as previously discussed in the system describing the
adsorption of cationic starch with a broad size distribution.62

Larger aggregates hence seem to remain in solution as the
individual chains quickly occupy the available binding sites.

Especially the longer HVMLGs contain segments forming
internal loops and coils protruding out into the solution phase.
In aqueous environments, water molecules are likely to strongly
interact with the loops and coils keeping water molecules
trapped inside the layer structure. Consequently, the amount
of water in the MLG layer increases with the Mw of the MLG
polymer, which is reflected as larger dissipation values and
increased thickness corresponding to softer layers. The shorter
LV- and MVMLGs, in contrast, form more stable and rigid
layers with less incorporated water molecules.

The growth media had a highly pronounced effect on the
LVMLG solution properties, adsorption properties, and, espe-
cially, the rheological properties of the thin films (Fig. 6D and
E). The ions in BG-11 stabilised the LVMLG solutions, seen as
an increase in the amount of individual polymer chains

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of MLG polymers in solution and at the solid–liquid nanocellulose (TCNF) interface. (A) LV- and (B) MVMLG solutions
contain both individual chains and agglomerated particles. In a diffusion-controlled system, the smaller particles migrate faster to the surface and the
larger aggregates stay in solution. v1 and v2 along with the orange arrows represent the diffusion rates of individual and agglomerated MLG chains (v1 4
v2). Red-and-white objects represent water molecules trapped inside the layers. For the sake of clarity, free water molecules are excluded. (C) Longer
HVMLG chains with internal loops and coils form even thicker layers with more bound water. In comparison to LVMLG in water (D), in BG-11 (E) the
polymer chains adsorb in a flatter conformation allowing a denser layer to be formed. Water molecules cannot penetrate into the structure, even though
still associated with the layer. As a result, the obtained layers are much thinner.
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compared to agglomerated polymers (Fig. 2). Demonstrated by
the accumulation of a higher relative areal mass on the sensor
surface (Fig. 5), adsorption of LVMLG in BG-11 is promoted.
Arumughan et al.63 recently showed that this is likely caused by
the anion specific interactions resulting mainly from the nitrate
ions present in the medium: chaotropic ions, such as nitrate,58

accumulate near the chaotropic cellulose surface64 altering the
orientation of water molecules at the interface. The release of
these unfavourably organised water molecules from the inter-
face during adsorption generates a higher entropy gain that
further promotes adsorption. MLGs also express self-affinity as
shown by the aggregation behaviour present in aqueous solu-
tions (Fig. 2), which combined with possible conformational
changes could lead to formation of internal connections and
exclusion of water molecules from the structure. In other
words, the TCNF surface can accommodate more MLG mole-
cules, allowing a higher dry mass to be built on top of the
nanocellulose layer. Overall, the increased electrolyte concen-
tration due to the presence of ionic species in the growth
medium enables MLG chains to pack more densely in BG-11
(Fig. 6E) than in water (Fig. 6D), attributing to the formation of
stronger, more stable, rigid, and flatter layers from BG-11.

In terms of the overall viscoelastic nature of the TCNF–MLG
thin films, the mf values calculated using the Voigt model in kPa
(103 � Pa) range are substantially higher in scale than the Zf

values in mPa s (10�6 � Pa s), which indicates that the MLG
layers all exhibit predominantly elastic character. As a refer-
ence, mf values in 105 Pa range have been obtained for cationic
starches.62 In comparison, the elastic moduli of MLG layers are
lower. As the hydrodynamic thicknesses are overall rather high,
all adsorbed MLG layers still show notable softness and viscoe-
lastic character associated with strong water binding ability.
The notable association of the adsorbed layers with water is in
line with previous research reporting the significant role of
water at hemicellulose–cellulose interfaces.5

To the authors’ knowledge, there is little existing literature
regarding MLG modelling that these results could be compared
to. Kiemle et al.11 reported estimated layer thicknesses of 15 nm
when investigating adsorption of 0.01 wt% MVMLG solutions
onto regenerated cellulose surfaces at approximately 20 mM
ionic strength, however, in sodium acetate instead of BG-11.
Our results showed a thickness of approximately 20 nm for
LVMLG in the growth medium. The experimental condition
used by Kiemle et al. (T = 48 1C, pH 5.5) differ from our
conditions. In addition, the molecular weight of MLG in their
studies was different, making direct comparison challenging.
Nevertheless, the thickness obtained for LVMLG here seems
realistic despite being a little higher than what was obtained for
MVMLG at similar ionic strength.

3.3. Effect of MLG polymer size and concentration on matrix
wet strength

Rheological measurements enable analysis of material beha-
viour under shear stress, which several papers list as a sub-
stantial challenge in photobioreactors.65–67 To optimise the
grade and amount of MLG in the TCNF-based hydrogel scaffold

for mechanical stability and durability in submerged produc-
tion conditions, small deformation oscillatory rheology was
used. The aqueous conditions for wet strength determination
were obtained by letting the samples swell overnight in water/
BG-11 prior to the measurements. Fig. 7 displays critical stress
values of self-standing MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel films in Pa as
a function of MLG concentration. Due to the nature of the
samples and the measurement,51 high variance in both was
seen even though several replicates were measured, making it
difficult to find considerable differences between the yield
behaviour of the matrices with different molecular weight
MLGs. Generally, however, it seemed that increasing the
amount of MLG decreased the wet strength i.e., 0.01–0.05
wt% MLG additions yielded better results than the higher
concentrations. Also, it seemed that with LVMLG a higher
amount was required to reach similar critical stresses that were
reached already at 0.01 wt% with HV- and MVMLG. Overall, the
wet strengths of all MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel films were com-
parable to the previously reported TCNF-based matrix formula-
tion with synthetic PVA.22 Matrices with 0.1–0.2 wt% HVMLG
were omitted from the rheological investigation due to lower
biological compatibility based on preliminary visual assess-
ment (Fig. S3, ESI†) and because the higher MLG concentra-
tions were not expected to benefit the mechanical properties.
The rest properties of the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices are addi-
tionally included in the ESI† (Fig. S4, ESI†).

As seen in the QCM-D experiments, the irreversible adsorp-
tion of MLGs onto TCNF proposedly leads to so-called polymer
entanglement, meaning that MLGs physically bridge the cellu-
losic network.11 These same interactions are assumed to be
present also in bulk, meaning that the viscoelastic properties of
the thin films are reflected to the bulk rheological properties of

Fig. 7 Wet mechanical properties of self-standing MLG-Ca2+-TCNF
hydrogel films. Critical stress values of the matrices with LV-, MV-, and
HVMLG in 0.01–0.2 wt% concentrations. Standard deviations from at least
five replicate measurements are shown.
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MLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices. However, a few important considera-
tions need to be addressed.

First, the mechanical properties of the colloidal hydrogel
matrix are attributed to properties of both TCNFs and the
interlaced MLGs, which intrinsically have very different net-
work structures.12 Pure TCNFs are rather rigid structures in
comparison to the more flexible MLG chains having an irregu-
lar shape due to the b-(1,3)-linkages in their backbone. When
extended, the length of a (HV)MLG chain in comparison to a
cellulose fiber can be a few times higher. Consequently, a
network containing both TCNF and MLG is generally likely to
be softer in nature than a TCNF network by itself, despite being
more stable in an aqueous environment, and the softness
increases the longer the interlaced MLG chains are and the
more the system contains MLG.12 Secondly, the ratio of TCNF
to MLG is substantially higher in the hydrogels in comparison
to the thin films investigated by the surface sensitive techni-
ques. The matrix network mainly consists of the more rigid
TCNFs with small amounts of interlaced MLGs. Therefore, the
softening effect of MLGs is not as prominent as it could be if
the amount of MLG in the matrix was increased significantly.
Moreover, the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel films are dried
during the preparation procedure. With areal masses, the
total removal of water was seen to have a profound effect on
the interactions in the TCNF–MLG network. Even though the
hydrogel matrices are dried to a much lesser extent, the
rheological properties may be affected by the process. Lastly,
only molecular weight effects were investigated with the surface
sensitive techniques. As shown by the rheology results, concen-
tration is another factor influencing the viscoelastic properties
and wet strength of the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices.

It is also important to note that all the hydrogel films
studied in this paper also contained divalent Ca2+ cations, as
di- and multivalent ions have been shown to have a strong
effect on wet mechanical stability of TCNF-based
networks.30,51,68 In fact, the TCNF–MLG formulations dis-
cussed here did not form self-standing hydrogels without the
Ca2+ ions (Fig. S5, ESI†). Differences in wet strength and
yielding behaviour of the matrices, however, likely arise from
the MLG component as all hydrogels were allowed to saturate
with Ca2+ ions and it can be assumed that MLGs do not interact
with Ca2+ ions due to their neutral charge.

The dissipation monitoring and modelling of TCNF–MLG
thin films discussed in Section 3.2 indicated that larger MLG
polymer sizes contribute to formation of softer layers than the
shorter ones. Thus, one could expect HVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydro-
gel films to have softer mechanical properties than the matrices
with the other two MLGs. However, drying likely allows
interactions with water to be replaced with particle–particle
interactions. This effect is more pronounced with longer MLG
chains containing internal loops and coils with multiple inter-
action sites that can attach onto several TCNF fibrils once
bound water molecules are expelled from the structure. As a
result, mechanical properties of the matrices with the higher
molecular weight MLGs appear to be slightly better in compar-
ison to LVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF when the MLG concentration is low.

When the concentration is increased, the presence of the
irregular, interlaced MLG chains seems to result in softening
of the network. Again, this effect is more pronounced the
longer the MLGs are. Additionally, increasing the MLG concen-
tration may cause entanglement and coiling of the long poly-
mer chains with each other resulting in larger local MLG
aggregates that soften the overall matrix network structure.

On the other hand, at a constant concentration, the number
of individual polymer chains per mass unit is higher for MLGs
with lower molecular weight. In other words, the number of
chains interacting with TCNF fibrils likely increases even
though there are fewer interaction sites per chain. In addition,
surface interaction studies showed adsorption of LVMLG on
TCNF to result in more rigid layers. At very low MLG concen-
trations, these features are probably less prominent and the
longer polymer chains may yield better matrix wet mechanical
properties. However, when the concentration is raised a little
(to 0.02–0.05 wt%), LVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices display slightly
better wet strength. This increase in concentration may bring a
sufficient amount of LVMLGs in contact with TCNFs allowing a
mechanically stable network to be established. Further increase
of MLG concentration seems to have the same effect as with the
higher molecular weight MLGs, i.e., the TCNF-based network
appears to lose some of its rigidity as the amount of the softer
polymeric component in the matrix increases.

The effect of medium composition and incorporation of
cells on matrix wet strength was also investigated, and the
rheological properties MLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel films prepared
in BG-11 with and without Synechocystis cells are included in
the ESI† (Table S2 and Fig. S6). Unlike with the thin films,
interpretation of the results at bulk level was more challenging
and clear trends were difficult to observe due to heterogeneity
of the samples and possible artefacts resulting from sensitivity
of the measurement. As for the long-term stability of the
hydrogel scaffolds with entrapped cells, while all MLG-Ca2+-
TCNF matrices remained stable in BG-11 for almost two weeks,
LVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF showcased superior performance in com-
parison to the other two matrices and retained its mechanical
integrity for over 50 days in submerged conditions (Fig. S7,
ESI†). Additionally, the strong interactions with TCNF observed
for LVMLG in the nutrient rich growth medium as shown by the
interfacial studies (Fig. 4–6) also support the choice of LVMLG
to be used in the scaffold formulation. Hence, we chose to test
the performance and productivity of LVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF in
ethylene production. The 0.05 wt% concentration was used as
it showed slightly more promising results than the other
concentrations.

3.4. Biological compatibility of scaffold and ethylene
production by cyanobacteria entrapped in MLG-Ca2+-TCNF
matrices

The long-term biocompatibility of MLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices
was assessed by entrapping wild-type Synechocystis cells in
the hydrogel thin films and monitoring the cells’ photosyn-
thetic activity periodically during cultivation under normal
room temperature and light conditions. The samples contained
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HV-/MVMLG and LVMLG in 0.01 wt% and 0.05 wt% concentra-
tions, respectively. Fig. 8A shows that the cells retained their
photosynthetic activity in the LVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF hydrogel for
over 50 days. In fact, cells inside the MV- and HVMLG-Ca2+-
TCNF matrices also showcased good photosynthetic activities
after almost two weeks. However, the monitoring was stopped
as the samples started to deteriorate. It has been shown that the
cells lose their photosynthetic activity if deprived of nutrients,
such as N, S, P, and Ci amongst others, and that their photo-
synthetic apparatus is susceptible to light, requiring constant
recovery.69–74 Overall, these results indicate that nutrients
are efficiently distributed inside the matrix and that the mate-
rial supports long-term cell viability, i.e., the hydrogels are
biocompatible.

Moreover, the performance of the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF scaffolds
in bioproduction was evaluated using Synechocystis efe strain,
which was specifically engineered for the photosynthetic pro-
duction of ethylene.45,46 The cells were entrapped in MLG-Ca2+-
TCNF films with LVMLG in 0.05 wt% concentration. The cells
were entrapped at very low cell density and the fabricated films
were allowed to adapt for 3 days in BG-11 medium under 1%
CO2 in an air atmosphere. As shown in Fig. 8B, MLG-Ca2+-TCNF
films demonstrated a dramatic increase in the cell density
(determined by the change in Chl content) after 3 days of
submerged cultivation. In addition to supporting photosyn-
thetic activity, the increased cell density also supports the

notion that the matrix is biocompatible with cyanobacteria.
Interestingly, the Chl content of the films determined after
3 days of cultivation depended exponentially on the film thick-
ness (Fig. 8C). As demonstrated in Fig. 8D, the immobilised
cells were capable of producing ethylene for 5 days under
submerged cultivation conditions. The overall ethylene produc-
tion yield increased with the increase of the film thickness and
was highest in 2 mm-thick films due to a high initial biomass
content (Fig. 8C). At the same time, the specific ethylene
production yield (calculated per mg Chl) showed almost similar
dependence, but the differences were not statistically signifi-
cant (Fig. 8E). Moreover, the specific activity showed a tendency
to increase with increasing film thickness.

The Synechocystis efe strain synthesises ethylene thanks to
the over-expressed ethylene-forming enzyme (Efe) from Pseudo-
monas syringae.75 The process depends on photosynthetic CO2

fixation and thus, requires inorganic carbon supplementation
in the form of CO2 or bicarbonate and moderate (10–100 mmol
photons m�2 s�1) illumination.21 It has been shown that the
entrapment of Synechocystis efe cells within thin Ca2+–alginate
films improves the ethylene production yield and the long-term
catalytic performance of the entrapped cells for up to one
month under semi-wet cultivation compared to suspension
cultures.21 However, Ca2+–alginate films showed low mechan-
ical stability under high (above 200 mM) bicarbonate loadings
and thus, were unsuitable for submerged production.22 On the

Fig. 8 Cell fitness of wild-type Synechocystis and biocatalytic performance of ethylene-producing Synechocystis efe cells entrapped within thin-layer
MLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices under submerged cultivation. (A) The long-term viability of the wild-type cells in the nanocellulose-based scaffolds was
monitored via photosynthetic activity. The given values are averages measured from three replicates and standard deviations are shown. The dashed red
line shows the approximate value (0.3) below which the cells’ fitness was considered as significantly affected. (B) For ethylene production experiments,
the thin LVMLG-Ca2+-TCNF films with Synechocystis efe (efe films) were adapted in BG-11 medium under 1% CO2 in air atmosphere for 3 days. The
change in the cell density of efe films after 3 d adaptation. 100 mm-thick film is shown as an example. (C) Dependence of Chl content of the efe film on
the film thickness after 3 d adaptation. (D) Ethylene production yields by the efe films with different thicknesses. (E) Specific ethylene production yields by
the efe films normalised to the total Chl content of the film. Values are the mean of 6 independent replicates and standard deviations are included.
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other hand, entrapment of cyanobacterial cells in the self-
standing PVA-Ca2+-TCNF films resolved the problem.22 We
expected a similar result from MLG-Ca2+-TCNF formulations.

The all-polysaccharidic MLG-Ca2+-TCNF films were mech-
anically stable, and the cell density was sufficient for checking
ethylene production after the three-day adaptation period. The
exponential dependency between film Chl content and film
thickness indicates that cell growth is limited by the distribu-
tion of nutrients (and/or CO2) within the thicker films. We
exclude a significant light limitation since the immobilised
cultures can reach much higher cell densities under the same
illumination conditions (but during a longer growth period).
Additionally, the tendency of the specific activity to increase in
the thicker films suggests that the process is not light-limited
under these cultivation conditions, while the limitation of
biomass formation results in slightly better ethylene productiv-
ity. In general, the ethylene production capacity of the cells
during submerged cultivation conditions for 5 days is compar-
able to the data obtained previously.22 The specific ethylene
production activity by the MLG-Ca2+-TCNF films was higher
than in Ca2+–alginate films under semi-wet cultivation,21 as
well as Ca2+–alginate hydrogel and PVA-Ca2+-TCNF films under
submerged cultivation.22 Thus, MLG-Ca2+-TCNF matrices have
the potential for engineering SSPCFs for photosynthetic pro-
duction of chemicals and biofuels.

4. Conclusions

This work aimed to fabricate strong, biocompatible hydrogels
from plant cell wall components. Obtaining all polysaccharide-
based materials with sufficient mechanical performance in
challenging aqueous and physiological conditions is not a
trivial task though. In this research, we have shown that the
interactions between the polysaccharidic components, nano-
cellulose and MLG, are strong enough to generate a scaffold for
solid-state photosynthetic cell factories with sufficient wet
strength in addition to being biocompatible and enhancing
the viability of the cyanobacterial cells. Moreover, the ethylene
production experiments showcase that the scaffold has the
potential for bioproduction in submerged conditions. As a
plant cell wall component and natural polymer, MLG offers a
clear advantage in terms of biodegradability and end-of-life in
comparison to fossil-based alternatives, such as PVA, as a
structural component of the 3D SSPCF platform, allowing
tailoring of the mechanical properties and water interactions
of the matrix architecture.
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